
!
! Without a doubt the most important scale a musician can learn (and learn well) is the major scale.  
You already know it.  “Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Dooooooooo”  Go ahead sing it again.  
! Those 8 notes are the building blocks of all western music.  From pop to blues to classical, it’s 
there.  It’s used to build chords and manipulated to create different scales.  An in depth intimacy with it is 
a necessity for any advancing musician.  
! As a guitar player I’ve found it invaluable.  I still run through it up and down the neck on a regular 
basis using the following system.  I’ve broke the scale down into 5 positions that will cover the entire 
fretboard.  Together these positions will give you all the available major scale notes on the guitar in any 
key.
! These single positions are meant to be played in one 
position across the neck not up and down.  (moving up and 
down the neck between positions will come together after 
you’ve learned each position)  We organize each position by 
what finger and what string the lowest root note in each 
position falls on.  For 
instance in “1st 6th”  we’d 
play the root note with our 
1st finger on the 6th string.  
If you’re familiar with barre 
chords It’s the same 
concept we use to get 
different chords with the 
same shape.
! I suggest choosing 
one key and learning each 
position in that key.  Spend 
a week or so on that key 
before moving to another.  
As you progress through 
multiple keys you’ll start to 
see how each successive 
position overlaps the next.  
Soon we’ll be ready to 
begin moving up and down 
between positions.  Stay 
tuned...
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Root Note = The first note of the scale 
(“Do”).  
Example = C is the root of the C major 
scale.

The chart to the right is available for 
download at: 

www.bridgewaterschoolofmusic.com

If you’d like some one on one help 
with this and/or other things email 

me at 
jont@bridgewaterschoolofmusic.com

I’d love to help you.
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